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Mr. Chairman,

At the opening the the general debate of this session of the General Assembly. Brazil drew attention to the fact
that In order to Improve our collective order, an additional task has been put before us: to defend its very
Integrity. Like all socially-constructed systems. International law does not sustain itself on its own. It must be
nurtured, developed and protected.

The United Nations was founded on the Ideal of building an International order based on Justi^ce and
cooperation. Upholding International law. with the UN Charter at Its centre. Is not only desirable - it is ̂ e only
responsible course of action. The signs of systemic stress witnessed In these first years of the 21 Century
carry the risk of undermining respect for the UN Charter, especially rwlth regard to the rules governing the use
of force.

The negative effects of such transgressions are not limited to tragic consequences In terms of human
casualties, humanitarian crises and destablllzatlon In certain regions. They are also problematic frotti a
systemic perspective, since each expression of disregard for International law Indirectly encourages other
actors to behave likewise.

Abiding by the rule of law at the International level means that no single country, no matter how powerful, is
exempt from rigorous compliance with Its legal obligations. Claims of exceptlonalism \
Incompatible with a rule-based system. As we transition towards a multlpolar world, the UN Charter must
remain at the center of the International order.

We should continuously reflect on the contradictions, asymmetries, gaps and weaknesses of the United
Nations. More Importantly, we need to go beyond mere expressions of frustration and propose solutions that
contribute to strengthen multilateralism through ensuring respect for the rule of law at the national and
International levels, as well as within the UN.

Mr. Chairman.

Rule of law refers not only to the establishment of enforceable standards of behaviour, but also to the
promotion of inclusion through the legal empowerment of vulnerable populations. This is why Brazil attaches
Importance to the notion of access to justice, an Indispensable element to confront this gap.

Enhancing access to justice plays a key role In tackling root causes of poverty and exclusion, since it
contributes decisively to the full enjoyment of rights and public services. Access to justice Is much more than
access to Courts. It Involves, for Instance, universalizing birth registration, providing legal aid and
strenghtening alternative dispute resolution. Brazil has strlved to provide legal Identity. Including by ensuring
that It Is free and that the State reaches remote areas, such as Indian reservations. It Is crucial to ensure that
migrants, refugees and asylum seekers have a legal Identity. Once an asylum seeker Is granted refugee status
In Brazil, he or she receives an Identity card and has access to public medical assistance and Is eligible to
study and to work.
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Mr. Chairman,

f  ° ®'^®"®"9® to access to justice, and therefore to the rule of law more broadly. People without
in 1m prevented from fully enjoying rights, public services and economic opportunities An estimated
ZTpZTLTi'^lt"' ' T- ® ten-year SItnll nf 11 Statelessness. As we reach its mid-point next year, we will have an opportunity to takeStock of the progress achieved and renew efforts towards what needs to be accomplished until 2024 Brazil

a new subtopic, c'ould h^ catalyze m^^^
attention to the importance of achieveing this goal. muie

In Brazil, the new Migration Law, passed in 2014, includes an entire section to the protection of stateless

nlrPHnrllfh h statelessness. Its main innovation is the creation of a statelessness determinationrights enshrined in the 1954 Convention, facilitates family reunification and allows
for naturalization in after a period of only two years of residence.

2rte?f Brazilian government proudly granted the Brazilian nationality to thesisters Maha Mamo and Souad Mamo. They arrived in our country in 2014, having been granted the

BrSr?h11?^ for people affected by the conflict in Syria. Maha Mamo was the first stateless person inBrazil to have her status recognized according to the new stateless determination procedure The fact that she

l^hTand alcertoTuS^^ demonstrates our commitment to openness and inclusion, as weHaMo human
Mr. Chairman,

rSI?Tcf *11 the work of the Sixth Committee, Brazil was disappointed that last
mII ?.i?f ? ^®®®'^'^'y unable to agree on a subtopic for this year's debate under the current agenda

T  *°'^'°' practice of agreeing on a particular subtopic for each year providesfocus to our work. Brazi welcomes the subtopic suggestions made by the Secretary-General in his report and
encourages the General Assembly to restore its previous practice under this item.

Thank you.


